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DINOSAURS: 101 SUPER FUN FACTS AND AMAZING PICTURES ( FEATURING THE WORLD's

TOP 16 DINOSAURS) This book depicts the wonder of the world of Dinosaurs in all its glory.

Children are given a well-rounded understanding of this fascinating creature: its anatomy, feeding

habits and behavior. The following dinosaurs and pre-historic creatures are featured: Allosaurus

Brachiosaurus Deinonychus Diplodocus Elasmosaurus Kentrosaurus Peteinosaurus Plateosaurus

Pteranodon Stegosaurus Tylosaurus Tyrannosaurus Triceratops Velociraptor Spinosaurus

Archaeopteryx The description in the large text is simple enough for early readers or for a parent to

guide a child through. There is also a picture caption, which provides more information to talk about

with your child. Alternatively, a child of any age (even the child in you) can just look at the images

and appreciate its beauty. Do enjoy!
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Personally I got this to read to my 3 year old Nephew. However there wasn't enough going in on the

pages picture wise to really keep him interested in it at all. So after that fail. I told my 8 year old

nephew about it. While he did say something about there not being enough pictures he thoroughly



enjoyed the book. It taught him more facts about the Dinosaurs then he already knew. Most little

boys go through that " DINOSAURS ARE SO COOL PHASE" I personally thought Dinosaurs are

somewhat interesting, until I got this book. I didn't even know an Archaeopteryx was a Dinosaur let

alone a real think. Honestly knowing this I became intrigued by it. I was impressed that i can sync it

to just about any device with the  Reader downloaded. I learned quite a few things that I didn't know

already from this. I guess that I can agree with the Cover and my Nephew as well, that this has

SUPER FUN FACTS. However the pictures are amazing, I just don't think there are enough to really

keep younger readers interested.BasicallyPROS: The facts area accurate, it can be synced to

multiple android devices with Kindle ReaderCons: There aren't enough pictures to keep it interesting

to younger viewersI received this product for free or at a discount in exchange for a honest review..

My children are dinosaur crazy. The little kids both love all things dinosaur- I can't tell you how many

times they've watched Land Before Time parts 1 and 2 and don't get them started on the PBS show

Dinosaur Train (yes she does sing the entire theme song) . So when I saw Dinosaurs 101 Super

Fun Facts and Amazing Pictures I knew I had to download it right away. This book has an

introduction and then 16 chapters of dinosaurs.The dinosaurs included are: Allosaurus,

Brachiosaurus, Deinonychus, Diplodocus, Elasmosaurus, Kentrosaurus, Peteinosaurus,

Plateosaurus, Pteranodon, Stegosaurus, Tylosaurus, Tyrannosaurus, Triceratops, Velociraptor,

Spinosaurus, and Archaeopteryx. While my kids are young they still enjoyed this book and learned

more about their favorite extinct animals. I would have liked a side be side comparison when the

book discussed how large the dinosaurs were- a picture of something they recognize and not just

40 feet tall, or 2 tons. I heard an awful lot of "Whoa that's cool!" while reading this to the kids so I

think we will probably be reading it again soon.I did receive this book for free or at a discount. That

did not influence my review.

My second to oldest son is fixing to be 8 and has had a love for dinosaurs even since he could

recognize them. He has virtually every dinosaur toy, and picks up every dinosaur book he sees. So

when I come across one he currently doesn't have I get it. So when I downloaded this one I knew it

would be a hit around here. He opened it up almost immediately of course and enjoyed the whole

thing. The pictures are a bit cartoonish, which he mentioned. However they are not horrible and they

do a decent job portraying the dinosaur. The facts are most of which he already knew, but he still

enjoyed the book very much. I'm glad I found it and I know he'll read it for a while to come. Its a nice

addition to our kindle library.I received this for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review



(good or bad) NO one nor nothing influenced my opinion and all the above statements are my own

personal experiences.

My great nephew and I love to read together. He is five and absolutely adores learning books and

quoting facts, already! I figured this series of â€œ101 Super Fun Facts and Amazing Picturesâ€•

books would be an excellent choice for us to enjoy together. I ordered the eBooks on each of these

subjects: Snakes, Penguins, Sea Turtles, Spiders, Dolphins, and Dinosaurs. He loved each of these

books.I thought we would just sit down and read all of these books, all in a row, but these are

substantial books, so we did two per sitting/day and this worked out well for his age. Despite them

being long books with a lot of information for a 5-year-old, he enjoyed them each and they held his

interest the whole time, even with a bit of fidgetiness toward the end. He loved choosing the order

we read them in and enjoyed each of the subjects equally as much as the others. These books

could be written just for him and his interests. There is a lot of information in them and we both

learned a lot. I can definitely see us revisiting each of these books over and over in the future,

soaking up a little more of that info each time, which is excellent. I have a feeling he will be quoting

the facts he learned in these books to his sisters and parents quite a bit.I received these eBooks

free in exchange for writing an honest and unbiased review. Again, these are each great books, full

of fun and interesting information. We would both recommend them for 5-year-olds and above, in

general, depending on the childâ€™s interest level. I take writing product reviews very seriously, as I

rely heavily on reviews of others when considering purchases. I hope this review has been helpful to

you.

As an elementary school teacher, I am always looking for interesting books for my students. With

more students gaining access to tablets, digital books have come into vogue.Dinosaurs: 101 is an

introduction to a chapter book format. Each chapter is designated to describing a specific dinosaur.

The information is easy to understand while still presenting some challenging words that can

encourage the child to expand their vocabulary. There are 16 chapters, which means 16 dinosaurs,

which is pretty good. For the paperback version, you may be paying about a dollar per dinosaur.

The Kindle version was only 99 cents at the time of this posting, so that's not bad.The pictures are

helpful in allowing the young reader visualize what is being described by the words. Most of them

are computer generated models, some with a natural environment depicted, others against the flat

white page.If possible, I would also encourage you to try to find a physical copy of the book. For

children, the digital format is not a big deal, but as an adult, you can see that pages are ordered and



arranged in a way that is intended for traditional print.Overall, I think the book is satisfactory. I got

cool pictures of what I wanted to see with some useful factoids about what I was looking at. I got this

book for free, so I definitely got what I paid for. Even at 99 cents, for something that is not a game to

give to your child or a student, it is worth it.Topic:

DinosaursIncluded:AllosaurusBrachiosaurusDeinonychusDiplodocusElasmosaurusKentrosaurusPet

einosaurusPlateosaurusPteranodonStegosaurusTylosaurusTyrannosaurusTriceratopsVelociraptorS

pinosaurusArcheopteryx
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